


1. Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid
below.
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ACROSS
1. ______ is bullets and rockets that are made to be 

fired from guns.
3. A creature's ______ are the creatures that it hunts 

and eats in order to live.
5. An ______ is a quality or feature that someone or 

something has.
8. Plants, trees, and flowers can be referred to as 

______.
9. If you ______ somewhere, you go somewhere that 

might be dangerous.

DOWN
2. When people try to ______ a person who is in an 

important job or position, they try to remove him or 
her from that job or position.

3. If you ______ a person, vehicle, or animal, you 
follow them, usually in order to catch them.

4. A ______ object such as a knife or blade has a row 
of V-shaped points along the edge.

6. If you describe someone's attitude as ______, you 
mean that it is completely clear and very firm.

7. If you are ______ to something secret, you have 
been allowed to know about it.
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12. If you ______, you cannot decide about something 
or you consider changing your mind about 
something.

15. An ______ is someone who does something as a 
hobby and not as a job.

17. If you say that something is ______, you mean that 
it is necessary or very important.

18. If you ______ that something is true or ______ 
about it, you develop an abstract idea or set of 
ideas about something in order to explain it.

19. A ______ is a scientist who studies Paleontology, 
which is the study of fossils as a guide to the 
history of life on Earth.

10. An ______ is an organized journey that is made for 
a particular purpose such as exploration.

11. If you say that someone does ______ a particular 
thing or quality, you mean that they seem to be a 
perfect example of that thing, or to have that 
quality to a very large degree.

13. When soldiers ______ a place, they make a 
sudden armed attack against it, with the aim of 
causing damage rather than occupying any of the 
enemy's land.

14. If you ______ a quantity or value, you make an 
approximate judgment or calculation of it.

16. If a dead person's body is ______d, it is taken out 
of the ground where it is buried, especially so that 
it can be examined in order to find out how the 
person died.

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly
spelled word in the space by the question number.

2.
plants, flora, greenery, foliage

a. VEGETATIEN   b. VEGETASION   c. VEGETATION   d. VEGETATON

3.
quarry, game, kill

a. PREE   b. PREY   c. PREI   d. PREEE

4.
journey, exploration, mission, voyage

a. EXPEDITIUN   b. EXPEDITION   c. EXPEDISSION   d. EXPEDICIAN

5.
informed of, aware of, in on, wise to

a. PRIVVY   b. PRIVY   c. PRIVI   d. PRIVEE

6.
notched, toothed, sawtoothed

a. SERRATD   b. CERRATED   c. SERRATED   d. SERATED

7.
dig up, unearth, disinter, unbury

a. EXHUME   b. EXHUMME   c. XHUM   d. EXHUM

8.
essential, important, necessary

a. VETAL   b. VITAH   c. VITTAL   d. VITAL

9.
calculate roughly, value, guess, judge

a. ESTEMATE   b. ESTIMEAT   c. ESTIMATE   d. STIMAT

10.
embody, represent, express, mirror

a. PERSONIFY   b. PIRSONIFY   c. PERSONIFEE   d. PARSONIFY

11.

Now my childish image is of a ______ who has discovered his favorite dinosaur.

a. PALEONTOLOGST   b. PALEONTOLOGEST   c. PALEONTOLOGISTE   
d. PALEONTOLOGIST

12.
speculate, conjecture, hypothesize, project

a. THEOHIZE   b. THORIZ   c. THEORISE   d. THEORIZE
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13.
clear, absolute, definite, certain

a. UNEQUIVOCAL   b. UNEQUIVOCALE   c. UNEQWIVOCAL   d. UNECUIVOCAL

14.
steal from, break into, loot, plunder

a. RAIDE   b. RAD   c. RAED   d. RAID

15.
follow, track, hunt, chase

a. PURSU   b. PURSUE   c. PURSUEE   d. PURSUI

16.
go, travel, journey, set out

a. VENTEUR   b. VENSURE   c. VENTURE   d. VENTUYE

17.
hesitate, dither, vacillate, be irresolute

a. WAVIR   b. WAVER   c. WAVR   d. WAVAR

18.
depose, overthrow, oust, remove

a. UNSEAT   b. UNNSEAT   c. UNSSEAT   d. UNSAIT

19.
nonprofessional, outsider, layperson, layman or woman

a. AMATEIR   b. AMAKEUR   c. AMATUER   d. AMATEUR

20.
munitions, rounds, shot, shells

a. AMUNITION   b. AMMUNITION   c. AMMUNITIEN   d. AMMUNIYION

21.
quality, point, mark, sign

a. ATTRIBUTE   b. ATTRIBUTEE   c. ATRIBUTE   d. ATTRIBBUTE

Choose the best option the completes the sentences below:

22. The guerrillas ______ed banks and destroyed a police barracks and an electricity 
substation.
a. raid   b. exhume   c. waver   d. vital   e. unseat

23. Bread knives should have a ______ edge.
a. venture   b. pursue   c. serrated   d. theorize   e. privy

24. Some military commanders ______ed over whether to support the coup.
a. raid   b. waver   c. paleontologist   d. prey   e. expedition

25. Taylor began his playing career as an ______ goalkeeper.
a. personify   b. estimate   c. vegetation   d. attribute   e. amateur

26. His remains have been ______d from a cemetery in Queens, New York City.
a. serrated   b. exhume   c. amateur   d. unequivocal   e. ammunition

27. Only three people, including a police officer, will be ______ to the facts.
a. serrated   b. estimate   c. prey   d. venture   e. privy

28. He stated ______ly that his forces were ready to go to war.
a. unequivocal   b. paleontologist   c. vegetation   d. waver   e. raid

29. She seemed to ______ goodness and nobility.
a. attribute   b. pursue   c. amateur   d. personify   e. vital
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30. He had only seven rounds of ______ for the revolver.
a. theorize   b. personify   c. expedition   d. privy   e. ammunition

31. She ______d the man who had stolen a woman's bag.
a. unseat   b. exhume   c. exhume   d. personify   e. pursue

32. Try to ______ how many steps it will take to get to a close object.
a. prey   b. amateur   c. waver   d. estimate   e. unequivocal

33. It is still not clear who was behind Sunday's attempt to ______ the President.
a. serrated   b. unseat   c. theorize   d. pursue   e. vegetation

34. People are afraid to ______ out for fear of sniper attacks.
a. attribute   b. estimate   c. venture   d. raid   e. ammunition

35. These animals were the ______ of hyenas.
a. vital   b. prey   c. unseat   d. privy   e. venture

36. Police are theorizing that the killers may be posing as hitchhikers.
a. theorize   b. venture   c. expedition   d. paleontologist   e. amateur

37. This is not an exploration or a scientific ______.
a. vital   b. theorize   c. paleontologist   d. expedition   e. serrated

38. The inn has a garden of semi-tropical ______.
a. vegetation   b. unseat   c. raid   d. waver   e. estimate

39. A good ______ can reconstruct a dinosaur from one of its toes.
a. personify   b. attribute   c. prey   d. expedition   e. paleontologist

40. After her release, she was able to give ______ information about her kidnapper.
a. unequivocal   b. ammunition   c. exhume   d. vital   e. pursue

41. Cruelty is a normal ______ of human behavior.
a. unseat   b. prey   c. privy   d. pursue   e. attribute
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42. Find the hidden words. The words have been placed horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally. When you locate a word, draw a circle around it.

paleontologist prey serrated exhume personify
raid venture vegetation expedition attribute
waver estimate unseat theorize ammunition
pursue vital amateur unequivocal privy
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43. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

Giganotosarus 1.
Fer many years, paleontologists thought that the Tyrannosaurus rex was 2.
the largest meat-eatng dinosaur ever to roam the earth. In 1995, 3.
however, an auto mechanic and amatuer scientist named Ruben Carolini 4.
discovered some bones in Argentina. This discovery was to unnseat 5.
Tyrannosaurus rex from its position as the largeste meat-eating dinosaur. 6.
In honor of his discovery, scientists named the new dinosor 7.
Giganotosorus Carolini. 8.
After the initial find, scientists xhumed additional pieces of the 9.
Giganotosaurus’s skeleton. They fownd parts of the skull, many of the 10.
vertebrae, botth thigh bones, and some teeth. Each of the curved teeth 11.
was eight inches Jong end serrated like a saw. From this incomplete 12.
skeleton, scientists were able to estimate the dinosar's size and 13.
apperance. 14.
According to researchers, the Giganotosaurus was about 42 feet longe, 15.
making it sligtly longer that the Tyrannosaurus rex. The creature ran on 16.
its hind legs and hed rather small arms. It weighed six to eight tons, 17.
making it nearlee three tons heavier than the largest Tyrannosaurus rex. 18.
Scientists do not know exactli what the Giganotosaurus ate, but its teeth 19.
have all the attributes of meat-eating animals, so theiy have concluded 20.
that tha great beast was a carnivore, or meat eater. 21.
Because skeletal remains of dinosuars do not include skin, scientists 22.
must theorize about the dinosaurs' skin colors. A Giganotosarus 23.
huntd smaller prey, so it is likely that the appearance of its skin allowed 24.
it to blend into its surroundings in order to surprize its victims. The 25.
Giganotosaurus lived in the grassy wetlands of wat is now Argentina, 26.
an environment similar to the African savana. Therefore, this dinosaur 27.
probably hed skin that closely matched the colors of the vegetation 28.
arond it. 29.
The Giganotosaurus Carolini livd about 100 million years ago, some 30 30.
million yers before the Tyrannosaurus rex that roamed North America. 31.
Despite meny similarities between the two creatures, scientists have 32.
stated that the two are not closely relatd and that each species 33.
developd independently. 34.
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ACROSS
1. ______ is bullets and rockets that are made to be 

fired from guns.
3. A creature's ______ are the creatures that it hunts 

and eats in order to live.
5. An ______ is a quality or feature that someone or 

something has.
8. Plants, trees, and flowers can be referred to as 

______.
9. If you ______ somewhere, you go somewhere that 

might be dangerous.

DOWN
2. When people try to ______ a person who is in an 

important job or position, they try to remove him or 
her from that job or position.

3. If you ______ a person, vehicle, or animal, you 
follow them, usually in order to catch them.

4. A ______ object such as a knife or blade has a row 
of V-shaped points along the edge.

6. If you describe someone's attitude as ______, you 
mean that it is completely clear and very firm.

7. If you are ______ to something secret, you have 
been allowed to know about it.
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12. If you ______, you cannot decide about something 
or you consider changing your mind about 
something.

15. An ______ is someone who does something as a 
hobby and not as a job.

17. If you say that something is ______, you mean that 
it is necessary or very important.

18. If you ______ that something is true or ______ 
about it, you develop an abstract idea or set of 
ideas about something in order to explain it.

19. A ______ is a scientist who studies Paleontology, 
which is the study of fossils as a guide to the 
history of life on Earth.

10. An ______ is an organized journey that is made for 
a particular purpose such as exploration.

11. If you say that someone does ______ a particular 
thing or quality, you mean that they seem to be a 
perfect example of that thing, or to have that 
quality to a very large degree.

13. When soldiers ______ a place, they make a 
sudden armed attack against it, with the aim of 
causing damage rather than occupying any of the 
enemy's land.

14. If you ______ a quantity or value, you make an 
approximate judgment or calculation of it.

16. If a dead person's body is ______d, it is taken out 
of the ground where it is buried, especially so that 
it can be examined in order to find out how the 
person died.

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly
spelled word in the space by the question number.

2. c

plants, flora, greenery, foliage

a. VEGETATIEN   b. VEGETASION   c. VEGETATION   d. VEGETATON

3. b

quarry, game, kill

a. PREE   b. PREY   c. PREI   d. PREEE

4. b

journey, exploration, mission, voyage

a. EXPEDITIUN   b. EXPEDITION   c. EXPEDISSION   d. EXPEDICIAN

5. b

informed of, aware of, in on, wise to

a. PRIVVY   b. PRIVY   c. PRIVI   d. PRIVEE

6. c

notched, toothed, sawtoothed

a. SERRATD   b. CERRATED   c. SERRATED   d. SERATED

7. a

dig up, unearth, disinter, unbury

a. EXHUME   b. EXHUMME   c. XHUM   d. EXHUM

8. d

essential, important, necessary

a. VETAL   b. VITAH   c. VITTAL   d. VITAL

9. c

calculate roughly, value, guess, judge

a. ESTEMATE   b. ESTIMEAT   c. ESTIMATE   d. STIMAT

10. a

embody, represent, express, mirror

a. PERSONIFY   b. PIRSONIFY   c. PERSONIFEE   d. PARSONIFY

11. d

Now my childish image is of a ______ who has discovered his favorite dinosaur.

a. PALEONTOLOGST   b. PALEONTOLOGEST   c. PALEONTOLOGISTE   
d. PALEONTOLOGIST

12. d

speculate, conjecture, hypothesize, project

a. THEOHIZE   b. THORIZ   c. THEORISE   d. THEORIZE
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13. a

clear, absolute, definite, certain

a. UNEQUIVOCAL   b. UNEQUIVOCALE   c. UNEQWIVOCAL   d. UNECUIVOCAL

14. d

steal from, break into, loot, plunder

a. RAIDE   b. RAD   c. RAED   d. RAID

15. b

follow, track, hunt, chase

a. PURSU   b. PURSUE   c. PURSUEE   d. PURSUI

16. c

go, travel, journey, set out

a. VENTEUR   b. VENSURE   c. VENTURE   d. VENTUYE

17. b

hesitate, dither, vacillate, be irresolute

a. WAVIR   b. WAVER   c. WAVR   d. WAVAR

18. a

depose, overthrow, oust, remove

a. UNSEAT   b. UNNSEAT   c. UNSSEAT   d. UNSAIT

19. d

nonprofessional, outsider, layperson, layman or woman

a. AMATEIR   b. AMAKEUR   c. AMATUER   d. AMATEUR

20. b

munitions, rounds, shot, shells

a. AMUNITION   b. AMMUNITION   c. AMMUNITIEN   d. AMMUNIYION

21. a

quality, point, mark, sign

a. ATTRIBUTE   b. ATTRIBUTEE   c. ATRIBUTE   d. ATTRIBBUTE

Choose the best option the completes the sentences below:

22. a The guerrillas ______ed banks and destroyed a police barracks and an electricity 
substation.
a. raid   b. exhume   c. waver   d. vital   e. unseat

23. c Bread knives should have a ______ edge.
a. venture   b. pursue   c. serrated   d. theorize   e. privy

24. b Some military commanders ______ed over whether to support the coup.
a. raid   b. waver   c. paleontologist   d. prey   e. expedition

25. e Taylor began his playing career as an ______ goalkeeper.
a. personify   b. estimate   c. vegetation   d. attribute   e. amateur

26. b His remains have been ______d from a cemetery in Queens, New York City.
a. serrated   b. exhume   c. amateur   d. unequivocal   e. ammunition

27. e Only three people, including a police officer, will be ______ to the facts.
a. serrated   b. estimate   c. prey   d. venture   e. privy

28. a He stated ______ly that his forces were ready to go to war.
a. unequivocal   b. paleontologist   c. vegetation   d. waver   e. raid

29. d She seemed to ______ goodness and nobility.
a. attribute   b. pursue   c. amateur   d. personify   e. vital
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30. e He had only seven rounds of ______ for the revolver.
a. theorize   b. personify   c. expedition   d. privy   e. ammunition

31. e She ______d the man who had stolen a woman's bag.
a. unseat   b. exhume   c. exhume   d. personify   e. pursue

32. d Try to ______ how many steps it will take to get to a close object.
a. prey   b. amateur   c. waver   d. estimate   e. unequivocal

33. b It is still not clear who was behind Sunday's attempt to ______ the President.
a. serrated   b. unseat   c. theorize   d. pursue   e. vegetation

34. c People are afraid to ______ out for fear of sniper attacks.
a. attribute   b. estimate   c. venture   d. raid   e. ammunition

35. b These animals were the ______ of hyenas.
a. vital   b. prey   c. unseat   d. privy   e. venture

36. a Police are theorizing that the killers may be posing as hitchhikers.
a. theorize   b. venture   c. expedition   d. paleontologist   e. amateur

37. d This is not an exploration or a scientific ______.
a. vital   b. theorize   c. paleontologist   d. expedition   e. serrated

38. a The inn has a garden of semi-tropical ______.
a. vegetation   b. unseat   c. raid   d. waver   e. estimate

39. e A good ______ can reconstruct a dinosaur from one of its toes.
a. personify   b. attribute   c. prey   d. expedition   e. paleontologist

40. d After her release, she was able to give ______ information about her kidnapper.
a. unequivocal   b. ammunition   c. exhume   d. vital   e. pursue

41. e Cruelty is a normal ______ of human behavior.
a. unseat   b. prey   c. privy   d. pursue   e. attribute
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42. Find the hidden words. The words have been placed horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally. When you locate a word, draw a circle around it.

paleontologist prey serrated exhume personify
raid venture vegetation expedition attribute
waver estimate unseat theorize ammunition
pursue vital amateur unequivocal privy
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43. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

Giganotosarus 1. Giganotosaurus
Fer many years, paleontologists thought that the Tyrannosaurus rex was 2. For
the largest meat-eatng dinosaur ever to roam the earth. In 1995, 3. meat-eating
however, an auto mechanic and amatuer scientist named Ruben Carolini 4. amateur
discovered some bones in Argentina. This discovery was to unnseat 5. unseat
Tyrannosaurus rex from its position as the largeste meat-eating dinosaur. 6. largest
In honor of his discovery, scientists named the new dinosor 7. dinosaur
Giganotosorus Carolini. 8. Giganotosaurus
After the initial find, scientists xhumed additional pieces of the 9. exhumed
Giganotosaurus’s skeleton. They fownd parts of the skull, many of the 10. found
vertebrae, botth thigh bones, and some teeth. Each of the curved teeth 11. both
was eight inches Jong end serrated like a saw. From this incomplete 12. and
skeleton, scientists were able to estimate the dinosar's size and 13. dinosaur's
apperance. 14. appearance
According to researchers, the Giganotosaurus was about 42 feet longe, 15. long
making it sligtly longer that the Tyrannosaurus rex. The creature ran on 16. slightly
its hind legs and hed rather small arms. It weighed six to eight tons, 17. had
making it nearlee three tons heavier than the largest Tyrannosaurus rex. 18. nearly
Scientists do not know exactli what the Giganotosaurus ate, but its teeth 19. exactly
have all the attributes of meat-eating animals, so theiy have concluded 20. they
that tha great beast was a carnivore, or meat eater. 21. the
Because skeletal remains of dinosuars do not include skin, scientists 22. dinosaurs
must theorize about the dinosaurs' skin colors. A Giganotosarus 23. Giganotosaurus
huntd smaller prey, so it is likely that the appearance of its skin allowed 24. hunted
it to blend into its surroundings in order to surprize its victims. The 25. surprise
Giganotosaurus lived in the grassy wetlands of wat is now Argentina, 26. what
an environment similar to the African savana. Therefore, this dinosaur 27. savanna
probably hed skin that closely matched the colors of the vegetation 28. had
arond it. 29. around
The Giganotosaurus Carolini livd about 100 million years ago, some 30 30. lived
million yers before the Tyrannosaurus rex that roamed North America. 31. years
Despite meny similarities between the two creatures, scientists have 32. many
stated that the two are not closely relatd and that each species 33. related
developd independently. 34. developed
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